
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Abstract 
pescan is a standalone, command-line tool that scans 

portable executable (PE) files and identifies how they were 

constructed and if they are considered abnormal.  

Abnormal is defined to be different than Microsoft built PE 

files.  pescan runs on Windows, Linux and macOS. 
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TZWorks® PE Scanner (pescan) Users Guide 

Copyright © TZWorks LLC  

Webpage: http://www.tzworks.com/prototype_page.php?proto_id=15 

Contact Information: info@tzworks.com 

1 Introduction 
 
pescan is a command line tool used to scan portable executable (PE) files to identify how they were 

constructed.  Various metadata is displayed, identifying items such as: 

• Compile timestamp 
• MACB timestamps 
• File size and type of executable 
• Target OS and whether binary is 32 or 64 bit 
• Linker version used 
• Entry point address and desired image base address 
• Whether an X509 certificate was used and who the author is. 
• Whether there is a checksum present and does it match the binary 
• Optional analysis of the PE internals to generate an abnormality score which compares the 

internal construction to the standard operating system files.  Higher scores equate to larger 
differences. 

• Optional MD5 and/or SHA1 hashes of the file can be generated 

As an option, one can also use any standard PEiD signature file and pass it to pescan during its scan.  

Additional statistics will be displayed based on the PEiD signatures found.  One can use this option to 

generate one’s own signatures to help identify certain classes of binaries, instead of just using it to 

identify compiler version and/or packer version.   

While not normally used, pescan also has to options to extract event log messages and templates from 

certain categories of PE files.  More discussion on this topic is presented later. 

Internally, pescan uses the same PE libraries that are used in pe_view to analyze and display the PE 

internals.  Like pe_view, pescan uses cross platform C++, and hence, there are compiled versions for 

Windows, Linux and macOS, both in 32-bit and 64-bit binaries. 

2 How to Use pescan 
 
The command menu shows most of the options available.   pescan can operate on: (a) a single PE file or 

(b) a collection of PE files using the -pipe option.  The ability to process many PE files in one session was 

what pescan was designed for.     
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If one cannot use the -pipe option, one can use the experimental -enumdir option, which has similar 

functionality with more control.  The -enumdir option takes as its parameter the folder to start with.  It 

also allows one to specify the number of subdirectories to evaluate using the -num_subdirs <#> sub-

option.  

There are two basic forms of output: (a) unstructured text, displaying multiple lines per PE file analyzed 

and (b) structured, delimited text, displaying one line per PE file that is analyzed.  The output is really a 

function whether one is analyzing one file or many files in one session.  For single file analysis, the 

output will be unstructured, multi-lined format.  For files processed via STDIN (standard input), via the 

pipe option, the output will be one line per file.  Furthermore, the structured, delimited output can be 

either (a) cleanly formatted using pipe delimiters or (b) packed fields using a comma delimiter.  The first 

is the default, while the latter is used with the –csv option. 

The structured delimited output can generate some very long lines, and therefore, one should redirect 

the output to an archive file to ensure all the data can be read in a text editor or spreadsheet 

application.    

Aside from the formatting options, there are a few options for selecting different modes for pescan to 

operate in when processing the data.  Each of these modes discussed in their respective sections below. 
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2.1 Default mode: Pulling statistics from PE files 
 

One can either pull statistics from one file or a collection of files from a directory.  Below are two 

examples of the syntax for each option.  For processing many files, one should redirect the output into a 

separate file due to the amount of data outputted into one line. 

Example1:  pescan <pefile>  

Example2:  dir c:\<somedir>\* /b /s | pescan –pipe [-csv] > results.txt 

 

When processing many files in one session, if one does not use the CSV option the results file will be 

easy to read in any text editor, since the fields are reasonably spaced to allow for better viewability.   

This default option also has the benefit that it uses pipes as delimiters which means there is no chance 

of namespace collision with filenames should one want to import this file into Excel.    On the other 

hand, if one uses the CSV option, the individual fields are packed between comma delimiters.  This is 

most useful for spreadsheet applications and less useful for text editors to view the data.  In this case, if 

a filename contains a comma, pescan will change the comma in the name to a space to keep the fields 

aligned with the proper delimiter count.  Below is example of the output for the two cases above.  
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2.1 Volume Shadow Copies 
 
For starters, to access Volume Shadow copies, one needs to be running with administrator privileges.  

Also, Volume Shadow copies, as is discussed here, only applies to Windows Vista, Win7, Win8 and 

beyond.   It does not apply to Windows XP. 

To make it easier with the syntax, we’ve built in some shortcut syntax to access a specified Volume 

Shadow copy, via the %vss% keyword.  This internally gets expanded into 

\\?\GLOBALROOT\Device\HarddiskVolumeShadowCopy.   Thus to access index 4 of the volume shadow 

copy, one would prepend the keyword and index, like so, %vss%4 to the normal path of the file. For 

example, to access a notepad located in the Windows\System32 directory from the 

HarddiskVolumeShadowCopy4, the following syntax can be used: 

 

 

 

To determine which indexes are available from the various Volume Shadows, one can use the Windows 

built-in utility vssadmin, as follows: 

     vssadmin  list  shadows 

To filter some of the extraneous detail, type 

     vssadmin  list shadows |  find /i  "volume" 

While the amount of data can be voluminous, the keywords one needs to look for are names that look 

like this: 

     Shadow Copy Volume: \\?\GLOBALROOT\Device\HarddiskVolumeShadowCopy1 

     Shadow Copy Volume: \\?\GLOBALROOT\Device\HarddiskVolumeShadowCopy2 

     ... 

From the above, notice the number after the word HarddiskvolumeShadowCopy.  It is this number that 

is appended to the %vss% keyword. 
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2.2 PEiD signature mode 
 
PEiD is a separate GUI tool used to scan and detect common packers, encryptors, and compilers for PE 

files.  There were three different scanning modes in PEiD: (a) Normal mode – which scans the PE file at 

its entry point for all defined signatures, (b) Deep Mode – which scans the PE file section containing the 

entry point, and (c) Hardcore Mode – which does a complete scan of the entire PE file.   

pescan can make use of the PEiD signature file and perform a similar scan as PEiD, using the –peid 

<signature file> option.  pescan operates in what PEiD calls the ‘normal mode’ as the default option and 

will only scan the entry point of the PE file.  There are two other sub-options to include a deeper and 

hardcore scan.  To scan more than just entry points, one can use the -peid <signature file> –section 

sub-option to scan the entire section encompassing the entry point.   While not recommended, there is 

also an option to scan the entire file, in what PEiD call ‘hardcore mode’.  This latter option is invoked 

with the combination –peid <signature file> -full.  Be forewarned, this last option takes much longer to 

process and empirically gives many false positives.  Below is an example of using the PEiD option with 

pescan. 

dir c:\<somedir>\* /b /s | pescan –pipe –peid <signature file> -csv > results.csv 

 

Many PEiD signature files are available for download via the Internet, and many of them are dated.  

Therefore, to assist one in generating one’s own set of signatures that can be incorporated in a PEiD 

type file, pescan has an option to dump the bytes of the entry point of the file under analysis.  This 

option is  

-dump_entrypt <# bytes>.  Using this option, one is limited up to 80 bytes to be dumped as part of the 

output.  Armed with this data, one can generate their own PEiD signatures using the standard PEiD 

notation.   See the snapshot below to see how the data is presented to the user. 

 

 

2.3 Computing a hash  
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Sometimes, one wishes to identify a PE file in a way to compare it with other databases that collate 

binary hashes, such as Virus Total or Bit 9.  To aid in this, pescan can either compute the MD5 hash or 

SHA2 hash or both using the options 

–md5 and –sha1 separately or together.  The hash is added as another field (or two) in the output 

displayed.   See the example in the next section below. 

2.4 Anomaly detection  
 
As an option, pescan has what we call abnormality detection.  In the context of pescan, this consists of 

looking at the PE file structure/packing and comparing it to what normally is available with a Windows 

operating system executable, dynamic link library or driver file.   Based on the differences found, a score 

is assigned.  The higher the score, the more differences were found in the construction of the binary file 

under analysis from the norm.  Furthermore, a high score does not mean the binary is malware or 

malicious, it just means it was constructed using tools and/or methods that are different than what was 

normal to other Windows operating system files.  It could be that the author of the binary wanted to 

obfuscate the internals of the file from reverse engineers, or it could have been built from some non-

standard compiler/linker.  If there was a high score assigned to a binary, one needs to also look at the 

reasons for the high score.  Here are a handful of things pescan looks at during an anomaly scan while 

making a determination: 

• Is the entry point in a standard location or not 

• Does the file make use of thread local storage 

• Is the import table present 

• Does any of the sections in the PE have high entropy 

• Are any of the PE section headers abnormal 

• Was there evidence of strings being obfuscated 

• Were the exports obfuscated 

• Was there a checksum mismatch 

• Do any resources contain possible embedded PE files 

• Was there evidence of PE patching 

• Was any of the resources modified after compilation 

• etc. 

While the list above is not exhaustive, it lists some of the major items pescan will look for.  The higher 

the number that is generated just means pescan encountered more of the items listed above in one PE 

file. 

One can invoke the anomaly detection by using the option –anomalies or –rating <minimum rating>.  

The first option will compute and display the rating for all files requested, while the latter will only 

display those files with a rating at or above what was specified.  Usually when using this option, one will 

want to have the MD5 or SHA1 hash computed in parallel.    
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Below is a sample output using the hashing options and anomaly detection.  If a binary scored a high 

rating, then one can either analyze the file in more detail using other tools available or just submit the 

MD5/SHA1 hash to Virus Total, Bit 9 or some other service for their take.  

 

 

2.5 Extraction of Message Tables from select PE files 
 

Certain PE files contain message tables that map event ID to some message.  Services and drivers in 

conjunction with the event log service use these tables to log event IDs to record noteworthy events.  

The mapping of event ID to a definition is recorded in the appropriate PE’s message table.  Extracting 

this mapping can be done with pescan using the option –msg_table.  Using this option will cause the 

output to be rather verbose, and thus, this option cannot be used with the CSV option. 

Below is an example of using this option on the infamous Windows ntdll.dll file. 
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2.6 Extraction of Message Templates from select PE files 
 

Similar to message tables, certain PE files contain message templates that are used to help construct 

messages and are used primarily for boiler plate information and/or syntax.  They are creations starting 

with the Vista operating system and are unique to binary XML format used in the new event log.   

pescan also has the ability to extract these message templates using the -wevt_temp option.  Using this 

option will cause the output to be rather verbose, and thus, this option cannot be used with the CSV 

option. 

Below is an example of using this option on the infamous Windows wevtscv.dll file. 
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3 Available Options 
 

The options labeled as 'Extra' require a separate license for them to be unlocked. 

 

Option Description 

-csv 

Outputs the data fields delimited by commas. Since filenames can have 

commas, to ensure the fields are uniquely separated, any commas in the 

filenames get converted to spaces. 

-out 
Send the output to the specified file. The syntax is: -out <results file>. 

-peid 

Use this option to pass a specified PEiD file during the scan. The syntax is: -

peid <peid file> [-section | -full]. The default option is to scan the entry 

point for the PEiD patterns. The –section sub-option allows non-entry point 

signatures to be scanned throughout the PE section encompassing the entry 
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point.  Finally, the -full sub-option allows non-entry point signatures to be 

scanned anywhere in the PE file (this is a very slow option). 

-pipe 

Used to pipe files into the tool via STDIN (standard input). Each file passed in 

is parsed in sequence. 

-enumdir 

Experimental. Used to process files within a folder and/or subfolders. Each 
file is parsed in sequence. The syntax is -enumdir <folder> -num_subdirs 
<#>. 

-filter 

Filters data passed in via STDIN via the -pipe or -enumdir options.   The 

syntax is -filter <"*.ext | *partialname* | ...">. The wildcard character '*' is 

restricted to either before the name or after the name. 

-hostname 

Option is used to populate the output records with a specified hostname. 

The syntax is -hostname <name to use>.  

-msg_table 

Extract any message tables that are embedded into the PE file. This option is 

not available with the -csv option. 

-wevt_temp 

Extract any event log templates that are embedded into the PE file. This 

option is not available with the -csv option. 

-base10 

Ensure all size/address output is displayed in base-10 format vice 

hexadecimal format. Default is hexadecimal format. 

-dump_entrypt 

Dump the specified number of bytes starting at the PE's entry point. This 

dump is limited to the first 0x50 bytes. The syntax is: -dump_entrypt <# 

bytes> 

-md5 
Output the MD5 hash of the PE file. 

-sha1 
Output the SHA1 hash of the PE file 

-appid 

Compute the Application Identifier (AppID) that can be used in Jump Lists.  

(note) AppID’s can be manually set by the application itself to be any 

arbitrary value. This is just an implementation of the algorithm used to 

compute the AppID using the application’s path. 

-anomalies 

Look for anomalous PE construction and packing. Anomalous here is defined 

to be those items that are differing from the normal. High scores outputted 

here warrant deeper analysis of the PE file. 
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-rating 

Similar to the -anomalies option in functionality, but only output those 

records with a score at or above the specified rating. The syntax is: -rating 

<min rating>. 

-no_whitespace 

Used in conjunction with -csv option to remove any whitespace between the 

field value and the CSV separator. 

-csv_separator 

Used in conjunction with the -csv option to change the CSV separator from 

the default comma to something else.  Syntax is -csv_separator "|" to 

change the CSV separator to the pipe character. To use the tab as a 

separator, one can use the -csv_separator "tab" OR -csv_separator "\t" 

options. 

-dateformat 

Output the date using the specified format. Default behavior is -dateformat 

"yyyy-mm-dd". Using this option allows one to adjust the format to 

mm/dd/yy, dd/mm/yy, etc. The restriction with this option is the forward 

slash (/) or dash (-) symbol needs to separate month, day and year and the 

month is in digit (1-12) form versus abbreviated name form. 

-timeformat 

Output the time using the specified format. Default behavior is  

-timeformat "hh:mm:ss.xxx" One can adjust the format to microseconds, via 

"hh:mm:ss.xxxxxx" or nanoseconds, via "hh:mm:ss.xxxxxxxxx", or no 

fractional seconds, via "hh:mm:ss". The restrictions with this option is a 

colon (:) symbol needs to separate hours, minutes and seconds, a period (.) 

symbol needs to separate the seconds and fractional seconds, and the 

repeating symbol 'x' is used to represent number of fractional seconds. 

(Note: the fractional seconds applies only to those time formats that have 

the appropriate precision available. The Windows internal filetime has, for 

example, 100 nsec unit precision available. The DOS time format and the 

UNIX 'time_t' format, however, have no fractional seconds). Some of the 

times represented by this tool may use a time format without fractional 

seconds, and therefore, will not show a greater precision beyond seconds 

when using this option. 

-pair_datetime 
Output the date/time as 1 field vice 2 for csv option 

-quiet 
This option suppresses status output as each file is processed.  

-utf8_bom 

All output is in Unicode UTF-8 format.  If desired, one can prefix an UTF-8 

byte order mark to the CSV output using this option. 
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4 Authentication and the License File 
 
This tool has authentication built into the binary. The primary authentication mechanism is the digital 

X509 code signing certificate embedded into the binary (Windows and macOS).  

The other mechanism is the runtime authentication, which applies to all the versions of the tools 

(Windows, Linux and macOS). The runtime authentication ensures that the tool has a valid license. The 

license needs to be in the same directory of the tool for it to authenticate. Furthermore, any 

modification to the license, either to its name or contents, will invalidate the license. 

4.1 Limited versus Demo versus Full in the tool’s Output Banner 
 
The tools from TZWorks will output header information about the tool's version and whether it is 

running in limited, demo or full mode. This is directly related to what version of a license the tool 

authenticates with. The limited and demo keywords indicates some functionality of the tool is not 

available, and the full keyword indicates all the functionality is available. The lacking functionality in the 

limited or demo versions may mean one or all of the following: (a) certain options may not be available, 

(b) certain data may not be outputted in the parsed results, and (c) the license has a finite lifetime 

before expiring. 
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